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Offer Corporate sales, firm sales, sales
Online-placement of service providers
Our company is an international online market place where individuals and companies can
post projects e.g. in IT, Web Design, Multimedia, Translation, Sales Support and Research.

How it works: Buyers describe the task and define the project terms. Within a few hours
they receive bids from freelancers and companies from all over the world. The provider
with the best bid is chosen online and the complete project - from contract management to
secure payment - is managed online.

Our offer is specially attractive to founders of new businesses or investors who feel
confident enough to turn this portal into a profitable company. Currently there are no
significant sales as the portal is not actively promoted. As this is an internet company,
physical location is irrelevant. 

We offer our company as a whole or in parts. Operating costs are currently very low and
can be neglected. There is no need to take over any employees, nor are there any other
obligations. 

The main parts of our company consist of the fully funtional, ready-to-go and proven web
appearence (PHP, multi-language, multi currency), a large number of registered service
providers (from more than 100 countries) and service buyers, a large number of service
provider addresses for further marketing and campaign purposes and an established
brand name. The portal can easily be extended or changed (comprehensive strategy
papers may possibly be part of the sale). In a short time frame e.g. it would be possible to
build a complete resource management software solution or a white label solution for third
companies. 

Even without many employees but with a lot of enthusiasm and fresh thinking this
company can quickly become a large success. We offer this chance at a very low price.
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More informations and contact
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